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SAM LS approved by Transport Canada as
Advanced Ultra Light Aircraft

SAM LS, air to air photo taken by J.P. Bonin

The SAM LS is ready for prime time!
SAM Aircraft has received formal recognition from Transport Canada: the SAM
LS is approved in the Advanced Ultralight class. Flying at a slightly lower weight in
Canada than the US-spec SLSA (the aircraft is the same; only the gross weight
differs), flight characteristics for both weights have now been determined by
months of flight test. “We worked very hard to be sure that everything was done
in conformance with both the LSA and Transport Canada rules and quality
standards. We are happy to see that the SAM LS flies to our expectations,”
said President Thierry Zibi, whose idea of a retro-look airplane with modern
reliability, comfort, components, systems, materials, and build techniques is now
reality.

http://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/civilaviation/standards/general-ccarcs-advancedullist2036.htm

Kit and Sub kits available:

Following a comprehensive review of the approved design, SAM Aircraft
announced the definitive kit prices and is now taking orders.

We designed the SAM on Solidworks for precision: parts are CNC pre-drilled,
pre-bent, with matched holes. It allows us precision repeatability and therefore
ease of construction by the builder.

Assembly of the standard kit requires about 900 hours to complete
Empennage kit starts at $2,600 and complete firewall-aft kits are available at
$29,000USD

Follow this link to download our Kit brochure with prices and characteristics

Youtube Video: Sam LS kit construction

Canopy off is more fun!

5 minutes to switch to open canopy!
Enjoy summer time flying...differently

This was my first open cockpit experience and that was exhilarating beyond my
imagination!
I discovered this oldish new feeling while knowing I'm safe in a new, proven
metal design.
The Sam is a modular bird, you can choose between:


Noise wheel or tail wheel



Open or closed canopy flying



Short, medium or long wing
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DEMO RIDE Available

Take the opportunity to set-up a demo ride in the Sam LS by contacting us!
We are sure that you will appreciate the good flying characteristics of our
aircraft.
Sam Aircraft is pleased to accommodate you with a free hotel stay in
Montréal if needed.
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